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Newsletter I
I do not seek, I find!
Seeking is when you start from old things
and in the new find what is already familiar.
Finding is something completely new,
new also in its movement.
All paths are open,
and what is found is unknown.
It is a risk, a holy venture.
The uncertainty of such ventures
can only be taken on by those
who know themselves secure in insecurity,
who are led into uncertainty without guidance,
who in the dark trust in an invisible star,
who let the goal find them
and do not determine the goal
in their human restriction and confinement.
Being open for every new cognition,
for every new experience,
externally and internally,
that is the essence of the modern human being,
who despite all fear of letting go
still allows for the grace of being held
in the revelation of new opportunities.
Attributed to Pablo Picasso
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Dear Readers,
Welcome to our fourth newsletter.
We would like to update you with the current situation within the PABC
following our AGM in April earlier this year.
At the AGM two members of the Council, Johanna Dean and Julia
Dvinskaya, stood down, and, with no other proposals for Council members,
it was agreed that for the year ahead, the PABC Council will be held
by the remaining members—Christina Lines (as Chair) and Lisa Harbour
(as Treasurer). The secretarial role will be divided between Christina and
Lisa with a view to reassess Council at end of this year.
With this in mind it was further agreed that the activities of the Council
needed to be scaled back. The Association will still act to serve and
connect the community of Biographical Counsellors and those working
with Biography, but, in such a way that the tasks of the Council are made
more manageable given our current circumstances. As a Council we feel
that we have done well in achieving our aims over the recent years.
For 2018/19 the Association will:
• Continue to support individual projects promoting the work of
Biographical Counsellors and Biography Workers.
• Develop and maintain the new PABC website. For this a working group
has been set up with the aim that the website is done by August 2018.
• Having made arrangements for two workshops in 2018 (see page 4/5).
• For 2019 we are proposing that we will have one CPD workshop
alongside our AGM. We hope to hold this in March or early April 2019
Arrangements for this are underway.
• To publishing one Newsletter for this next year and, if this is to go ahead,
it would be good to hear news from members to add to the newsletter.
It has been rather a struggle to gather material for this issue.
• Working groups will be tasked with individual projects such as
the newsletter and website mentioned above.
The longer term wish would be to help establish a professional training
provided the support for our Association continues.
We will look forward to hearing from you at: PABC@mail.com with your
responses to this letter.
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• A film by Geoff Brokate and initiated by
Gillian Brooks

S U M M E R
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With good wishes,
Christina and Lisa on behalf of the PABC.
pabc@mail.com
www.biographicalcounsellors.com
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Gen der & Sexuality
U N D E R S T A N D I N G

O U R

C O M M U N A L

With enough time to reflect it became
apparent that what we need as members,
colleagues and friends, is to share and
connect. To spend time together both
professionally and personally. In future we
are looking at how to balance this need
as we look at ways to explore opening
our weekends to enhance our professional
capabilities and ensure their viability.

R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y

W I T H

L I S A

R O M E R O

We look forward to welcoming as many of
you as possible at Anita Charton's weekend
workshop ‘I as Victim and Creator of My
Biography‘ on the 28th-30th September.
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I

—

V I C T I M

I: Victim and Creator of my Biography

We will explore the dynamics of our soul life
as we encounter it when dealing with our life
themes. To strengthen our ‘I’, both in
understanding and in working with the
challenges that our life presents.
There will be content contributions, individual
work, work in small groups with material from
our own biographies and movement.
Anita is a Biographical Counsellor, Coach,
teacher, mentor and Psychotherapist with
over thirty years of experience in working with
Biography in Trainings, Institutions and in
private practice.
With special thanks to our friends and
colleagues who supported the PABC’s
AGM in April this year

A N D

C R E A T O R

O F

M Y

B I O G R A P H Y

Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Spain,
South Africa, Sweden, USA and Brazil,
on her own and also with colleagues.
She came across Biography Work in
1984. At the time she was also a leading
psychologist at an Anthroposophical
Rehabilitation Centre for Addiction in
Germany. Since 1991 she has been working with individual and group Biography
as well as directing various Biographical
Training Courses to include; the first
Training in Biographical Counselling at the
Centre for Social Development and the
Biography and Social Development Trust
(both in the UK). Between 2002 and
2004 she co-directed two trainings in
“We will explore the dynamics Switzerland. An Applied Biography training
of our soul life as we
(Bern) and a Biographical Coaching
encounter it when dealing
(Arlesheim).
with our life themes.”

With Anita Charton on Friday 28th to
Sunday 30th September, 2018

Lisa took us through a total of
five drawing exercises using red
and blue wax crayons.
“The first two artistic exercises
were worked on in silence, and,
without talking to one another,
we worked in pairs responding,
or rather ‘dialoguing’ creatively
on paper. Working together,
alternating in red or blue we
started a dialogue which resulted
in a completed red/blue piece
of artistic collective expression.
It was the conscious silence
that maintained a flow between
us so that neither partner picked
up a crayon or made a mark
until the other was finished.
Each person stayed with their
colour, whether that was red
or blue and then, once
complete, switched colours
to repeat the exercise. Once
finished we were able to share
our experience with our partner
and then, later with the whole
group."
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CPD Workshop September 2018

Aprils two day workshop with Lisa Romero
proved to be an opportunity to deepen
our understanding of the esoteric development
of both the masculine and feminine forces.
The workshop broadened our understanding
of how each of us can have greater freedom
to contribute to new expressions around
gender and sexuality in a healthy and
progressive way.
The PABC wish to thank all those who were
able to take part in this weekends
workshop. Without everyone's interest and
support in our work it would not have
otherwise been possible. Lisa has a depth
of knowledge and understanding which
made the theme very rich and intensely
informative. Overall this was greatly
appreciated by all participants, however it
felt risky and was not without its challenges.

S U M M E R

She lives and practices in Cambridge (UK)
and works as a mentor for several Biography
Trainings as well as teaching/holding seminars
in many different countries to include; UK,

Ani ta C har ton www.an itacharton. ch
For further information on PABC workshops please email; pabc@mail.com

B E C O M I N G

A

M E M B E R

Our mission is to bring Biographical
Counselling out into the world by
supporting the work, research and
professional development of our
profession. Below are a few of our aims
and initiatives. For further information or
to become a member please contact the
PABC on pabc@mail.com

• Our peer supervision groups are active.
Please contact us if you would like to join a
group or are wishing to start one.

• We are continuing to explore ways in
which to open and support our profession,
making it more visible in the world.

• We have a Facebook page for our group
PABC.

• We are broadening out into the spirit of
collaboration with other Psychotherapeutic
initiatives and trainings.
Your membership to the PABC is a great
support to the essential work of continuing
to expand our work—together.

P A B C

W E B S I T E

U P D A T E

We are the mandate group currently working on developing
the PABC website, and are having regular meetings to
establish what is needed and then put it into action!
We are working with the picture of the website being
‘outward facing’ which means it will primarily be an
information base for the public. Within the website there
will be a members area, accessible by PABC members.

In addition Julia and Jane continue to administer the
Biography Work and Biographical Counselling Facebook
page which currently has 169 people following it. Please
do send either of them information about your activities /
websites as they can be published here as well.

We have a few copies of ‘Self & Society’
Vol. 45 ‘Rudolf Steiner and the
Psychological Therapies’ with the
following featured articles:
• Addressing Materialism and Illusion
in Anthroposophic Psychotherapy by
Henriette Dekkers-Appel & John Lees.
• The man who did not wish to come
to Earth. A case study by Caroline
Barnes & John Lees.
• Biographical Counselling: Attending to Experience, Awakening
to Destiny by Margli Matthews.
• Understanding Anxiety and Working with Anxiety in
Biographical Counselling by Julia Dvinskaya.
• Love and Hate as Soul Phenomena by David Tresemer.
• Psychophonetics, Rudolf Steiner and the Psychological
Therapies: Part I by Robin Steele and interviewed by Richard House.
• Psychology for Heart and Soul: Where Rudolf Steiner was going
by Robert Sardello
• Reflections on the first year of a critical Psychotherapy
Supervision Collective by various contributors.
• Exploring the Dynamics of Complaints by Robin Shohet
• A way of Knowing in Search of our True Identity
by Haward M. Fox

Jane Chase (on behalf of the carrying website group)
Julia, Christina and Giovanna

If you would like a copy at £6.00 please contact; Christina Lines
on: email: lines.christina@gmail.com Tel. 07800 505796

We are currently developing the editorial content and
gathering photographs that can be used. If anyone has
images (workshops / artwork / activities etc) that they
think could be used, this would be very helpful. We will
have a page listing events / talks / workshops open to
the public — so again — if anyone is doing any of these
things, please do let us know so we can make them
visible. This helps enormously in people feeling confident
in the work if they see it is active.
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Re fl ect ion s, E v e n t s & W o r k s h o p R e v i e w s
IDEAS FROM EL MAJOLILLO

—

R O S E M A RY H AW K S F O R D

It’s two years since we bought this beautiful
land in Spain and I feel very encouraged
by the way it is all progressing.
I have taken a few fundamental practical
steps to get a good infrastructure in place
to make everything more comfortable and
am proud to share that we now have a
big new wood burning stove with an oven
and a state of the art solar system for
electricity and hot showers.
I have been here mostly on my own for
the past three months, but I have delightful
donkeys, dogs and cats for company. I
have really appreciated the time to read
more deeply and to write. The weather
has been quite wild with the wettest March
in ten years! A gift for the plants and
to replenish the spring.
I am pretty devoted to this project and feel
at peace being receptive to what is
unfolding. I feel very well supported by
people in The Valley and am making new
friends. I think there are many possible
ways things could unfold.

D I A D E LO S M U E RTO S

—

I am interested in the idea
of developing Biographical
Counselling retreats, with the
idea to combine, perhaps,
a walk together in this beautiful
landscape and working together
on the land.
I wo ul d l ov e to s har e s om e
of thi s ad ven tur e wi th y ou!
Please email if you are interested:
ro sem ar yh aw ks f or d@ gm ai l. com

In the last few sunny days, between the
showers, I have been developing raised
beds for a vegetable garden and am
planting asparagus, strawberries,
artichokes and sweetcorn. Soon my son
is joining me and I will have help from
volunteers. I am looking forward to the
coming warm months.

I was asked by our guide to bring an element of Biography
to this experience. I agreed to lead a pre-festival biographical
experience and to offer a two and a half day workshop
once we are back to Brazil to bring closure to the intense
experiences which the ‘Dia de los muertos’ might evoke
in each of us.
The day after we arrive in Mexico we will gather as a group

This month we moved away from running our workshops
in Stroud and took a step towards holding a one day
workshop at Rudolf Steiner House in London. We worked with
the theme that we have been developing called ‘Resilient
Living’ and had a very successful workshop with fourteen
enrollments (although two people couldn’t make it due to
illness). It was a very rich event and the group was able to
process at a very deep level, with many insights gained—
especially through the artistic and creative exercises.
The sharing in pairs was tremendously rich. We truly
witnessed that the power of visibly sharing our humanity is
a force for healing. The group were very keen to do more
work, and we are looking into how we may develop this.

The words I connect with El Majolillo are
‘Study and Recovery’ —I feel the two are
closely linked and it is wonderful here to
have the space and time for both.

LUCILA MACHADO

This year I was invited to go to Mexico with a group of
people to experience the ‘Dia de los muertos’ (All Souls Day)
at the beginning of November. Our destination is Oaxaca
in the South of Mexico and our guide is a Brazilian friend,
artist and therapist involved and interested in personal
development. We will be part of a vigil in a cemetery all
night to pray and send love to the dead in our lives and
we will also participate in the street parades and general
atmosphere of celebration of the afterlife in this vibrant
and joyful festival. The trip will include an experience of the
shamanic ceremony of the sweat lodge, a place so hot, dark
and unknown that it can easily be equated to an experience
of darkness and hell. Part of that experience involves
partaking in food as a group—the equivalent to Persephone’s
pomegranate by which she remained at least partly
attached to the underworld.
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R E S I L I E N T L I V I N G J A N E C H A S E A N D PA U L I N E M A R K S T E I N E R

I am planning to take a second sabbatical
year from my work as a Kindergarten
teacher to explore the direction that life
takes over the coming year. I feel deeply
connected to York Steiner School and
wonder if we may be able to develop joint
projects here in the future? I completed
the two years teaching on Child and
Adolescent Psychotherapy at the Northern
Guild of Psychotherapy—an interesting
experience that I look forward to putting
to use.

for a biography exercise. I want to bring a sense of where
we are at the starting point of this experience, at this crux point
in our biographies before we enter the threshold experience
of the ‘Dia de los muertos.’ Each of us will draw and colour
our U-shaped lifeline to reflect the mood of the experiences
which have marked the different phases in our biography.
We will try to experience the thread linking these life phases
together—bringing purpose, meaning or perhaps just a
sense of direction. With this simple exercise I want to bring
to awareness the sense of an individual journey until we get
to this point in time. This will be followed by an exercise
given to me by the Art Therapist Regine Kurek which is
excellent as a way of marking a point in our journey.
The second part of this biography work experience will
happen after we go back to Brazil following our trip. During
a two and a half day workshop we will use the myth of
Persephone to map an experience of descending into
darkness in our biographies and will work with the losses
and gains of this experience. I am still planning and writing
this workshop and would love to hear from all of you
who have worked with the myth of Persephone.
Please expect a follow-up to this article when I am back
from Brazil at the end of 2018.

Jane Chase and Pauline Marksteiners workshop looked at how challenging experiences shapes lives, shapes our biographies
and allows participants to explore their life experiences in such a way so as to open new doors. The question of developing
this word resilience is ongoing and arises from the very core of who we are and what our unique and individual biographies
have given rise to. Working our biography in a conscious way towards a clearer picture of purpose, deeper meaning through
creative exercises and through sharing.
P RO F E S S I O N A L U P DAT E

We would like to remind you that all counsellors and
psychotherapists are advised to contact directly organisations
like BACP to receive advice if and how your professional
practice needs to comply with the new regulations.
As each practitioner has different circumstances it is difficult
to advice in general.
This is one of the links to BACP which you might find useful:
h t t p s : / / w w w . b a cp . co . u k / ab o u t -u s /c o n t a ct - u s /g d p r /

“At BACP we believe that counselling changes lives.
We’re committed to developing the highest standards of
proficient and ethical practice within our professions.
And we’re passionate about advocating the role, relevance

and value of counselling to the public, employers and
commissioners.
If you share these values, we’d be delighted to welcome
you as a member. You’ll be joining around 44,000 other
counselling and psychotherapy practitioners and
organisations in helping to raise standards, promote
public safety and make our professional voice heard.
Whether you’re just starting out as a student or are an
experienced therapist, we can help guide and support
you through your career with professional development,
expert guidance, networking opportunities and many
more membership benefits.”
F i n d o u t a b o u t j o i n i n g t h e B A C P a t www . b a cp . co . u k
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Bridges between East and West
B E C O M I N G

A

L I T T L E

N E P A L I

E V E R Y D A Y

We embarked on this process as both a workshop-journey and
as a social initiative. The preparations we had as a group included
both meetings (an opportunity to get to know each other in a
deep way) and, learning (together, to find a broader common aim).
Both were important parts of the process and cultivated an
awareness that contributed to a great and successful journey.
We travelled from Norway to Chhatre Deurali in early February
and met local friends to build, not only a new house, but also an
amazing team. We worked hard, slept well, laughed often and
become a little bit more Nepali every day :)
We had tools and the basic materials for an earth-bag-building,
layer by layer on a narrow sloped strip of land. Meeting the family
for whom we were building the house was a real motivation. They
had been chosen for this project by the villagers as they had very
little money, no family and little prospect of ever being able to build
themselves a home.
Local farmers, an electrician and many people gave their time.
Some came for an hour, some for a day or three or more. Some
came with chai (milk-tea) and cookies, or invited us for delicious
dinners whilst others observed from the road above with our
best ambassadors being the children who came before and after
school. They loved being part of our team, teaching us Nepali
songs, learning Norwegian words and discovering a world of
different cultures. Every evening around 5pm we all gathered
to round off the day, share our experiences, insights, thoughts
and songs; singing songs from different corners of our world
whilst watching our group grow bigger every day.
It would be wrong to say that everything went smoothly.
There were many challenges, like being met with expectations
of pouring out money. Having to use materials that were shorter
or thinner than what we’d ordered or, having a different
relationship to time and agreements. Yet, due to our clear focus
and team-spirit our difficulties were creatively transformed.
Sustainable agriculture was our entry into Chhatre Deurali last year
introducing the vitalising methods of Biodynamics. It became
clear that they had all began applying some of the methods and
had stopped using artificial fertilizers, although hard to network
and market their vegetables for a fair price. Building bridges
between people in Nepal who care about their environment and
sustainability has been essential to us.
On our last day we had a celebration in the new house. Many
people joined and the finished work on the house was done by
the villagers themselves. Could it be that this is a new seed
already beginning to sprout? In a culture where the caste system
and old traditions are bound to life, we experienced the results as
a real miracle.
With warm and heartfelt thanks for supporting and believing in
us, on behalf the group, Hare l and Runa.
Harel is a Biographical Counsellor, Biography Worker and Biodynamic
Gardener in a Camphill in Norway. His fuller experience with this
initiative is available at: http://building together.causevox.com
/blog/namaste-wonderful-supporters-friends-and-family-of-the-worldenter-a-title
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G A F N I

R E F L E C T I O N S BY A C O U R S E PA RT I C I PA N T

In addition, we also learned a song – an experience
which softened our hearts even more and enabled us
to breathe more freely and deeply.

Dear Friends and Colleagues,
Since 2014 we, Harel and Runa Gafni, have embarked on
a journey of Biographical workshops and, as the PABC
asked us to share our work, we thought we would contribute
by asking our participants to share in their own words which
we share from a workshop in Israel (March 2018).

In this warmly held space it was unique and comforting to
look at the life principals that we all share and within them
the unique aroma for each one of us in our life story. Each
of us gently touched the possibility of changing the way
in which we tell our life story. I felt there was a gentle hint
hovering in the air throughout the workshop that this
possibility is a life changing one.

“Dear Biographical Counsellors,
Throughout the course of my life, I received several hints that
there are various possibilities in which I could view my life’s
story; and that such other way of observing holds the key
to transformation .I signed up for Runa and Harel’s workshop
not knowing a thing about Biographical Counselling, but with
anticipation to get to know new tools for such observation.

During the workshop, some difficult and unresolved stories
bubbled up to the surface from several participants. From
a certain point a question arose in me regarding whether to
leave the shaken participant with their nerves exposed and
to continue with the workshop as planned or whether to stop
everything and focus on this one person. This question
remained unanswered for me and sharpened the question
of responsibility. To what level is a person responsible to treat
him/herself and that which arises in them and at which point
would it make sense that they receive guidance and support
in that the workshop content is the context for the flooding
of this difficult experience?

I cannot say if the containing and enabling atmosphere that was
present over the 3-day workshop was due to the Biographical
methods used or due to a gentle humble magic that enabled
a happy approach by our workshop leaders. I suspect it is
a combination of the two, and I feel grateful for both.
The workshop participants were people who work for
many years with observation and teaching of life processes
and find themselves in one way or another on a spiritual
journey. This fact gave the workshop a rich and interesting
starting point.
What opened me up and enabled me to work and engage
in a process of the workshop was Harel and Runa’s gentle
and unique coaching. We learned gentle levels of listening
and containing. We learned that when a participant brings
his whole self to the centre of the room, something magical
happens when they go only to that point that they are able
to go to and even that interesting questions can deviate them
from the place their soul means to touch. It was relaxing and
confidence-giving to know that I would go inside only up
to that point to which I am able to in the present moment
and no further, and that this is okay. The facilitators created
this feeling of confidence and security in the room.
The workshop gave some tools for biographical work.
We introduced ourselves to one another by relating to our
individual names. It was a moving way of sharing ourselves
and special to linger on something which bears weight and
meaning in our lives but we do not tend to linger on. In
general, this 'lingering on name giving' forced us to look at
a soul processes in a roundabout way. I found it powerful,
refreshing and special.
The possibility of viewing our life story through 7-year cycles
was presented to us, and, together in pairs and in small

Personally, I experienced again the gap between an authentic
memory and the stories we tell again and again; those that
have become ingrained and automatic and that have collected
throughout the course of our life a baggage with a bitter
taste. I experienced in the workshop the possibility of freeing
those stories together with the baggage they carry and to feel
the lightness and happiness that such letting go can bring.”
‘‘In this warmly held space it was unique and comforting to
l o o k a t t h e l i f e p r i n c i p a l s th a t we a l l s h a r e a n d wi t h i n t h e m
th e u n i q u e a r o m a f o r e a c h o n e o f u s i n ou r l i f e s t or y .
E a c h o f u s g e n tl y t o u c h e d t h e p o s s i b i l i t y o f c h a n g i n g t h e
way in which we tell our life story. ’’

groups, we related to the unique flavour of each phase.
We observed and searched for meaningful persons in our
lives, both positive and negative, and explored the flooding
of memories that overwhelmed us. We searched for
childhood memories, for the authentic flavour/essence
of each of our unique childhoods, what remains of them
and what emotional flavours and links they conjure up in us.
A unique aroma of the workshop came about due to us
being presented with a paintbrush and the possibility to
celebrate with water colours! Even those of us who never
held a paintbrush before enjoyed and allowed ourselves
childlike freedom and happiness. The dazzling paintings
rested in front of us throughout the workshop filling our eyes
with healing and joyful colourfulness.

Anat Shina, Kerem Maharal, Israel
A l i t tl e c om m en t f r om u s , H ar el an d R u n a
We emphasize and clarify at the beginning of each workshop
that our work in the group can have a therapeutic
consequence and that this outcome should not be confused
with therapy work. And yet, as you read in the article,
undigested stories and wounds can come to the surface.
In this workshop, in Israel, we took care of what came up by
individual follow up, of the person in need during the workshop, separately from the group and group processes. We
felt that it was necessary—both to give space for the individual
in need and to keep the clarity of the frame as intended for
the workshop and its participants. Let’s hope that whatever
comes and meets us is beneficial for our growth.
We want to thank Anat Shina for her willingness to share her
experiences and Naamah Pinkerfeld Gal Or for translating
W i t h l o v e , H a r e l a n d R un a .
from Hebrew to English.
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A FILM BY GEOFF BROKATE
After the death of her husband by suicide, Gillian Brooks tried to make
sense of the events and preserve memories for her children.
She wrote it down as a story. Now her words have inspired a film
made by Gillian and her family with the help of award-winning
filmmaker Geoff Brokate.
Screenings will be accompanied by time for reflection and
discussion. The film was screened on the 16th May in Todmorden
and will be shown at the PABC’s next AGM in spring 2019
followed by a weekend workshop on the themes that rise from this.
Please contact the PABC for more information. on pabc@mail.com.

D I A R Y

O F

E V E N T S

Young Doctors Study at Blackthorne Trust
with Dr. Broder von Laue
• 23rd and 24th June
Venue: Blackthorn Trust, Maidstone, Kent
Booking (inclusive of refreshments and meals):
Doctors, £80.00/£100.00
Therapists and Students, £40.00
Please pay online into account name:
Anthroposophic Training Fund
Account Nr: 56106866. Sort Code: 60 60 08
I — Vi ct im an d C re at or o f my B io gr ap h y
with Anita Charton
• 28th—30th September 2018
Venue to be confirmed
C ontact: th e P ABC at pab c@mai l. com
• 23rd—26th August 2018
I will be running a workshop on working
with the counter-forces just outside Prague.
My good friend Pavel is hosting this
weekend inspired by my work at HMP
Grendon and in directing the fourth mystery
drama. Being in the Czech Republic.
It would be wonderful if you could join us.
Please forward to anyone you think might
be interested.
Warm thoughts, Mike
https://otevrenyprostor.cz/en/udalosti/theroyal-walk-working-with-the-counterforces/
Contact: pavelbednar@gmail.com
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( LET

THE MEMORY STAY SWEET ON THE VINE )

WHAT REMAINS (above) is a unique workshop package that will use a combination
of film and creative activity to support people experiencing loss through suicide.
Over the next twelve months award-winning arts company Ver de gris will be reaching
out to local families and support agencies providing a creative group workshop
programme. Working with bereavement counsellor Gillian Brooks, we aim to provide
family members with the time and space for quiet reflection and shared conversation
in a bid to understand more about the emotional legacy of suicide bereavement and
what can be done to break down the stigma families often live with as part of its legacy.
If you would like more information about these group sessions or further information
about the project please contact: Sharon Marsden, email sharon@verddegris.org
“I know this resource would have been very beneficial for myself and my aloneness
and alienation from others. Such a group could have made a significant difference
to my own life. I could have processed and understood my own guilt and mixed
feelings and perhaps moved forward many years sooner as a result. I feel there
is a fundamental need for such support when suicide is so prolific.” Gillian Brooks
Otevřený prostor / Open Space invites you
to a mask using workshop with

MIKE CHASE

Mike Chase has been working in the field of
Mike Chase
been working
the field
of theatre
theatre
and has
therapy
for theinpast
30 years,
as
and therapy
for the past
30 years,
as aand
teacher,
a teacher,
director,
mask
maker
director, mask maker and psychodramatist.
psychodramatist. He currently works within
He currently works within a therapeutic
a therapeutic
community prison using
community prison using psychodrama and group
psychodrama
psychotherapy.and group psychotherapy.

